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Mainstage fieldwork
starting in 2018
OBJECTIVE:
To generate data and
create an evidence base on
different forms of violence
against women (VAW)
to be used for
improved policymaking
by key actors and
international stakeholders.
The study will furthermore
explore VAW in conflict and
post-conflict
situations.
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Key facts of the study:
This is a regular update prepared
by the OSCE Gender Section Project
Team of the project “OSCE Survey
on the Well-being and Safety
of Women in South East Europe,
and Eastern Europe”1.
The survey is based on the questionnaire
and methodology of the European Union
Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA)
violence against women survey that covered 28 EU member States.

•

•

•

 his is a computer based
T
face-to-face population survey
conducted by female interviewers;
 ,750 women will be intervie1
wed per location (sample size)
and female IDP’s will
be oversampled where relevant;
 omen between the age of
W
18–74 will be asked about their
experiences of violence since
the age of 15, in childhood and
within the last 12 months;

•

Relevant Statistical Offices
are asked for their support and
guidance;

•

 ata will be collected by local
D
research companies under the
guidance of Ipsos MORI;

•

 ualitative research will be
Q
done in order to take the local
contexts into account and to
explore the situational of minorities and vulnerable groups.

1. Coverage: Ukraine, Moldova, Albania, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina.The survey will also be conducted in
Kosovo.
Organization for Security and
Co-operation in Europe
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Project Timeline - Where are we now?
2017

2018

2019

Preparation of research materials

Fieldwork and roundtable discussions

Dissemination of results

Train-the-trainers Session held, 14-17
November, Belgrade, Serbia
Research experts from Albania,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the
former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia,
Ukraine and Armenia participated
in the four day long training (30
participants). Research experts
from Kosovo also took part in the
training.2

content of the questionnaire, and
had the opportunity to engage in
role play.

A special session was held on
Violence Against Women (VAW),
presented by a representative of a
Serbian NGO, and another session
on how conflict impacts VAW,
was covered by a representative
The participants were briefed and from UNFPA Ukraine. The training
trained on the quantitative and
was well attended and provided a
qualitative component of the rese- good platform for discussion and
arch as well as sampling require- exchange.
ments, respondent’s selection
and privacy and safety issuA representative of the local EU
es. The research experts were
Delegation was also present during
informed about the structure and the first day of the training.

Pilot of research tools conducted in all survey
locations
The pilot testing of all research
tools took place at the end of
2017, in Albania, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Moldova
and Ukraine. The pilot testing
was also conducted in Kosovo.

No major issues were spotted
during the pilot testing of the
questionnaire. In total, more
than 240 pilot survey interviews
were conducted in all survey
locations.
The pilot report was completed
and 37 recommendations were
made for the upcoming mainstage data collection.

Participants of the train-the-trainers session, Belgrade,
November 2017 (OSCE/OSCE Mission to Serbia)

http://www.osce.org/projects/survey-on-the-well-being-and-safety-of-women
2. All references to Kosovo, whether to the territory, institutions or population, in this text should be understood in full compliance with United Nations Security Council resolution 1244.
Organization for Security and
Co-operation in Europe
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Presentation of the project at UN ECE Work
Session on Gender Statistics in Belgrade
The Working Session on Gender
Statistics, a three day long conference of European Statisticians,
took place from 29 November to 1
December in Belgrade. The conference was jointly organized by UN
ECE and the Statistical Office of the
Republic of Serbia.
The first conference day was opened with the session on ‘Violence against Women’, followed by
the session on ‘Gender issues in
vulnerable population groups’ and
a closing panel discussion. During
the session on ‘Violence against

Women’, Mr. Gergely Hideg, statistical expert, presented the project
OSCE Survey on the Well-being and
Safety of Women on behalf of Ms.
Serani Siegel, the survey’s Project
Manager.
The Project Team also used the opportunity to gather representatives
of relevant statistical offices, who
were present during the conference.
A special meeting was organized
where the project‘s methodology,
as well as, expected outputs were
presented and discussed.

Briefing on project‘s progress for OSCE
delegations in Vienna
On 22 January 2018, the OSCE
Gender Section Project Team
organized a briefing on the project
at the Hofburg in Vienna. The event
primarily targeted members of
delegations of OSCE participating
States. In total 40 participants came
to the briefing including representatives from the European Union
Agency for Fundamental Rights
(FRA), UNHCR, the Council of
Europe Liaison Office in Vienna and
the Women against Violence Europe
Network (WAVE).
The event was opened by Ambassador Paul Bekkers, Director
of the Office of the OSCE Secretary General, who highlighted the
importance of linking the project
to other on-going initiatives at the
international level and noted that
evidence-based policy making is
a key pre-requisite to tackle root
causes of existing problems.

The Project Manager, Ms. Serani
Siegel, shared a comprehensive
overview of the key milestones that
have been achieved up to date. She
highlighted in particular the importance of reaching out to local level
stakeholders and ensuring that the
data generated by the project will be
used in their future activities.
The co-operation with OSCE Field
Operations, who cover the locations
where the survey will be implemented, will be crucial for the proper and
long-term engagement of local level
stakeholders and the dissemination of
the research findings.

Organization for Security and
Co-operation in Europe

Members of OSCE delegations listening to the presentaiton of the
project, January 2018 (OSCE/Dušica Ðukić)
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Important dates/upcoming events:
• Beginning of mainstage fieldwork in 2018
• 13 March 2018, New York: CSW side event „advancing reserach for policy formulation“,
co-organized by OSCE and UNFPA
• 14 March 2018, New York: next meeting of the project‘s High-Level Advisory Group
• Fall 2018: Roundtable discussions with key local stakeholders in survey locations


Funding gap:

List of donors:

The Project Team continues with fundraising
efforts to close the remaining funding gap of
14 .8% (approximatelly 370,000.00 EUR)

€ 370,000 c.a. 14.8 %
Remaining

Funded
The project is funded by up to 80 % by the EU Instrument
contributing to Stability and Peace (ICSP).

Contact Details:
Ms. Serani Siegel
Project Manager, Gender Section,
Office of the Secretary General
serani.siegel@osce.org
+43 1 51436 6181

Ms. Dušica Ðukić
Project Assistant, Gender Section,
Office of the Secretary General

Please do not
hesitate to
contact us
should you have
any questions.

Wallnerstrasse 6
A-1010 Vienna, Austria
Phone: +43 1 514 36-0
Fax: +43 1 514 36-6996
safety.survey@osce.org
http://www.osce.org

dusica.djukic@osce.org
+43 1 51436 6927
Organization for Security and
Co-operation in Europe

